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INTRODUCTION 
A.  Historical background 
.  .  .  . 
By Regulation (EC) No 519/94 of 7 March 19-94, the Council of.the European Union 
introduced  Community-wide  quantitative  restrictions  on  7  categories  of products 
originating in  the  People's Republic of China, namely gloves,  foot~ear,.  porcelain 
tableware, ceramic tableware, glassware, car radios and' toys, and certain surveillance 
measures. 
The introduction of such  measures had  been agreed, in  principle, by the Council in 
December  1993  as  part of a  global  package including  acceptance of the  Uruguay 
Round results.  reinforcement of the trade policy instruments and completion of the 
common commercial policy, 
The latter aspect of the package involved the unilateral elimination of 6.417 national 
quantitative restrictions (of which some 4.700 concerning Chinese products) and the 
introduction of Community-wide quotas on imports from China of a limited number 
of sensitive products, whose imports were at that time subject to national restrictions. 
The introduction of such quotas was based on the following considerations : 
a)  the sensitivity of the Community industries concerned; 
b)  the  increasing  threat  posed by  imports  frori1  China to  these  industries,  made 
more ac.ute by the particular characteristics of the Chinese economy. 
B.  Objective of the Commission report 
/ 
In  the  course  of discussions  m  the  Council  on  Regulation  (EC)  No  519/94,  the 
Commission made the following statement which was included in  the minutes : 
"The  Commission will report to  the  Council before 3  I  December 1995 and before 
.the 31  December of  every year thereafter on the implementation of  the surveillance 
measures and tl;e  quantitative  restrictions provided for in  Annexes II and Ill,  the 
_  ~1eed  to  maintain  such  measures,  and  will  propose,  as  the  need  arises,  the 
appropriate adjustments." 
Like the first report (doc COM(95) 614 final ofEi December 1995), this second 
report is in response to the above-mentioned commitment. C.  Methodology 
L  . The report first reviews the implementation of the quantitativer~strictions, iricludjng· 
· the problems raised by their administration . 
.  , In  ·~ts _second  chapter;  it  addresses  the  question  of the  need  to . maintain  the 
. quantitative restrictions introduced by the  Council.  To  this  end,  the  Commission 
examined whether the c9nditions which justified the introduction of these measures 
in 1994 are still present, iri particular: 
a) _ the sensitivity of the Community industdes concerned, and 
b)  the threat posed by imports_from China to these industries. 
This examination was conducted sector by sector. 
The implementation of the surveillance measures a:nd  the need to  maintain them is 
· dealt with in the third chapter. 
The fourth  chapter presents,  on  the  basis  of the-above  analysis,  the  Commission 
conclusions. 
2.  As  in  1995,  the  Commission faced  considerable  difficulties  with  regard  to. the 
collecti0n of  st~tistical and factual data· on the industries concerned, as well as on the 
development of the Chinese export potentiaL In particular,  it  should ·be noted that. 
obtaining reliable information on the prices of Chinese imports remains difficult 
Extensive efforts were made to obtain infdrination· from Community producers and 
Community importers and traders, wlJ.o were approached directly or through  their  .  .  . 
representative organizations.  The response was, however, incomplete and therefore 
again rather unsatisfactory. 
· Regarding  information· on  the  state of the  Community  industry,  these  4ifficulties 
were amP.lified by the fact that pr~ducers gellerally produce a wide range of products, 
not just those subject to quota, and that nearly all these sectors are 'mad~ up of many 
small and medium-sized enterprises, of which a significant proportion are not even 
kriown Qy the relevant nationaJ federations. · 
· On the importers' side, the Commission received answers of a general nature from 
I  ,  '  .  \  ·• 
only a smallnimiber of  associatio~s or individual importers. 
lt should als6 be noted th'at only one ~eJpber  State, th.~ United Kingd9in. submitted 
factual data and comments tothe Commission for the purposes of this report. ~.~  . 
•;", 
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'·  3.  · In general." th~ analysis  i~ based on  figur~s-for 1995,  ~fuli statistics ."for- 1996 w~re . 
. not  availabl~·  ~t the.tirrte of  ili~ ~rafting  ~fthis report._:However';  t~ericts for 1996 hav~ 
been used, where possible. · · 
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IMPLE:MENTATION OF THE QUAN'.fiTATIVE RESTlUCTJONS 
·,. 
I.  · Background and evolution sin~e the previous report . 
1.  Since their entry into force in  March  1994. the quotas have been modifi~d  on . 
four occasions: 
-. 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
In July 1994, the Council decided to increase the 1994 level of the quota on 
stuffed toys s'ince information obtained from the economic operators-and the 
.  . 
Member States indicated that the balance between the objective of-ensuring 
an  appropriate  protection  of the  Community  toy  industry · and .  that  of 
maintaining an acceptable level of trade with the People's Republic of China 
had not been satisfactorily achieved for this product. 
In March 1995, the quotas were further modified, 
This was, in  the main, to  take account of the extension of the quantitative 
restrictions to Austria, Finland and Sweden. The adaptation was done on the 
basis  of the actual imports of these countries from China in  1993; 
This modification was also aimed at solving problems which  ha~ arise.n ·in: 
the  implementation  of the .  quotas.  Where · it  was  compatible  witl:l · the 
.  .  .  .  . 
protection of the sectors cor.cemed, the Council·agreect.a certain relaxation 
of  the quotas  (cer~c  and  por~elain tableware~ glassware, car radi~s. toys: 
certain sport footwear.through the reduction or-the price break for hi-tech 
. shoes from E(::U  12· to ECU 9).  In  a~dition, three subdivisions of quotas 
were eliminated~ two on shoes and one on working gloves,. 
In April  i996~ following the conclusions  contained  in  the. Commission's · 
first  repo~-on  -the Stlrveillance  me~ures and  quaritita~ive. quotas applic~ble · 
· to . imports of  ..  n~n"-textile  pro~u~ts from.  China~ 'the Council. decided  by 
Regulation  (EC), No  752/9~ to .relax further  the quota  regim~ ~is~a.;vis 
•·  -.China:  · 
-the quotas on 3' products (glo~~s: c~  radios and combin~d  cru: radios) 
.·  .··.::  ..  ' were "t~~ovoo~  '.  .  ..  ,  .  c.  •  ,. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  ·'·  .  ·.  ,•  ·..  -·..  .  '·  .  ' 
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. .- .  the_- rem~ning  ' quota:S·  ··were.  increased  ..  (~erami<;: and  porcelain 
·  tabl~ware  a~d  glassw~eby lOo/o  ~dshqes  by:2. %)  ....  · 
Finally. in  October 1996; Council Regulation  (EC) No  1897/96 excluded 
glass-Jronted clip:  frames from the quota applicable to glassware. since their 
inclusion was not  considered-necessiiry for the protection of the sectors of 
Community industry c.oncemed~ 
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.It .  Management  ~f  the quotas 
....  '. 
·. 
a)  · Legal basis and objectives 
1.  The managem~nt  of  Cbmm~~ity  q~otas is based on· Council Regulation (EC) No 
'  i·  .·  '  .  •  •.  •  .  • 
520f94 of 7 March '1994 establishing a Community procedure for administering 
.  quantit~tiv~ quotas and- Co~mission.  Regulation (EC)  N~  73$/94 of 30 March 
· 1994 laying down: certain rules for  tl1e  implementation of Council Regulation 
.  ,  .  .  I  .  ,  •  .· 
(EC) No 520/94(mostly concerning procedural aspects, including the coinmon 
import liCence fo~), 
.  •'  ·.  .  .  .  - . 
It should be recalled that· before the  adoption  of Regulation  (EC)  No  520/94, 
.  .  .  .  ' 
quotas  were .  allocated ·among  Member  States,  and  not  directly·· to·  importe~s. 
Since  the· reform.· of  Match . 19-94;  uniform  criteria,  dete~ined  by  the  . 
Commission  after  constlltation. of the.  Manag~ment Com~ittee, apply  to . all 
·community importers, in  conformity  ~ith the principles of the Single Market 
'  '  ':  -
and the relevant case law of the Europea':l Court of Justice. 
2.  In  the  management-of the  quotas,  the  Commission  has  been  guide<:!  by  the 
following principles : 
.  .  .  ' 
that administrati_ve  procedures would not add to  the intended effect of the 
•  ..  1.,  ~  ~ 
quotas on trade and that the available quantities would be full,Y used; and 
that· non,discrimination ·  atnong all Community importers,  no· matter where 
they are .established and rio  matter where they submit a  licence capplication-
. would b.e ensured  . 
. ·;. 
.  .. ' 9 
b)  Functioning of the quota management system 
I.  In . conformity  with  the  above-mentioned  principles,  the  Commission  felt  it 
appropriate to  resort to the first allocation  method provided for by  Regulation 
.  . 
(EC)  No  520/94, :i.e.  the  method. based  on  traditional  trade  flows,  which 
. guarantees that  "traditional"  importers receive at  least a  part of their previous 
trade  performance  realized  during' a  reference  period,  while  ensuring  a  fair· 
-.access to the quotas to non-traditional importers. 
-.  . 
This allocation method, while it would appear to have worked satisfactorily, did 
raise however certain practical problems in relation to the choice of the reference 
period and the determin·ation of the relative shares set aside for traditional and 
for other importers respectively. 
In  addition,  the  management of the  part of the  quotas  set  aside. for  the  non-
\. 
traditional importers raises a problem.  The chronological method.("first come,  ..  -\ 
first served"), whose use for the management of the  1994 quotas did not prove 
practicable, has  been  replaced by  the  third  method provided  for by  Regulation  .  -
(EC)  No  520/94,  i.e.  the  method  of proportional  allocation  to  the  quantities 
requ_ested.  The problem resulting from the unrestricted access to that part of the 
quota  however  remains.  In  1994,  12.232 'import  licence  applications  were 
submitted by  non-traditional importers; this figure grew to ·21.926 applications 
for  the  first  tranche  of  1995,  to  19.613  for  the  second  tranche (with  fewer 
product quantity to be allocated) and to 28.204 applications for the allocation of 
the·  1996 quotas. This year the number of appiicants f?r the 1997 allocation has 
decreased to  19.708,  but considering that the  number of products under quota 
has been further reduced, the problem remains.  This extremely high nu·mber of 
applications results in  those non-traditional importers being allocated more and 
more limited quantities, a  fact which is  likely to lead to underutilization of the 
quotas.  The Commission considers that a guarantee set at an appropriate _level 
would  be  the  best  option  to  eliminate  speculative  requests.  This solution, 
however, has so far met with opposition of  the r ·ember State-s. 
2.  In  the management of the quotas, the Commission· made every effort to satisfy 
the  wish  of  importers  to  receive  information  as  early  as  possible  on  their 
alloc~tion for the following  period.  To this  end, the Commission opened the 
allocation procedures for the 1997 quotas well before the beginning of the quota 
year. 10 
3.  In the same spirit, the Commission modifi~d the initial duration of-the validity. of 
the import licences inorder to meet the importers' requests for  flexibility. The 
'1997 management rules currently provide- for_ a f2:..month .validity of the.  import 
licences,  the  Council  having  adopted  the  Commissjon  proposal  to  allow the 
carry-over of unused quotas to the following quota year. 
4.  ·_  Concerning the administrative procedures, the Community management system. 
is  based  on  a  "single-stop"  approach-,  whereby  al!  Community  importers, 
irrespective  of where  they  are  established  in  ihe  Community,· may .sub~it a 
licence  application  to  the  competent  authority  of the  Member .State  of their  - .  .  . 
choice, and obtain an import li~encewhich is valid throughoutthe Community. · 
In addition, the application  proc~dure has b;en  made as simple as 'possible and . 
the  forma~ities reduced to a strict minimu,in; the licencing process is totally  fre~ 
of charge for the Community importers. 
c)  ConClusion 
As  is  unavoidable  when  trade  is  subject  to restrictions, the  management of these 
quotas raised some problems. The Commission·  considers; however, that the .sy~tem · 
adopted has on the wti~fe w-orkedwell, thanks to the cooperation of Member States. 
_ In  particular,  it  is  felt  .that  any  (legitimate) concerns  that  the'·management  system 
sh<?uld not add to the effeCt of the quotas, as decided by the Council, have been  in~t. 
- UI. Developments in· the trade of the  products subject to quantitative restrictio-ns 
The followin·g two tables give a factual summary of the developments in  the trade of  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
each 'prodqct subject to quantitative restrictions, both in terms of volume and value~ 
4  .  '  ' 
•. 11  .. 
a)  Evolution in volume of the products concerned (imports and quotas) 
- Im·ports  Quotas 
Products  Unit  1992  1993  1994  1995 quotas  1996 quotas  unused 
(annual basis)  '  (annual basis)  quantities 
'  in 1995 
rubber and plastic  pairs  33.498.463  37.894.757  37.259.535  39.151.481  39.151.481  8.437 .27i 
uppers shoes  (9.989.423 hi- (+hi-tech  (+hi-tech exemption) 
(6402 99)  tech incl.)  exemption) 
leather. shoes  pairs  3.030.801  3.942.271  2.614.453.  2.740.116'  2.795.000  924.173 
(6403 51  & 59) 
leather shoes  pa1rs  24.860.632  36.215.974  30.661.174  11.881.963  "  12.120.000  1.934.408 
(6403 91  & 99)  (14.122.199  (+hi-tech _  (+hi-tech exemption) 
hi-tech incl.)  exemption) 
textile shoes  pam  23.849.323  20.853.012  22.739.304  18.228.780  18.228.780  5.721.24~ 
(6404 11)  (6.288.335 hi- (+hi-tech.  (+hi-tech exemption 
tech incl.)  exemption) 
I 
textile shoes  pairs  .3l1.789.708  31.039.693  26.575.875  31.897.716  31.897.716  7.644.723 
(6404 19  10) 
total shoes  pairS  120.028.927  129.945.707  119.850.341  I  03.900.056  104,192.977  24.661.82i 
(33.361.807  (+hi-tech  (+hi-tech 
hi-tech incl.)  exemption)  exemption) 
-figures on hi-tech shoes from Community surveillance are based Oil surveillance documellls issuecj.,  which do not necessarily reflect actual levels of  imports 
-figures on unused quantitites based on import licences returned to the Member S!ates (no data available for Portugal) ·-,  ·,  12 
r·  I 
·  Imports·  Ql)otas  ·  ,• 
..  ., 
Products  Unit  ·  1992  '  1993  1994  1995 quQtas  1996 quotas  unused ,quantities 
.  · (annual basis)·  (animal basis)  .  .  in1995 <*> /.  , 
' 
porcela-in  ·  tonnes  43.960 
;  42.300  58.917  43.619  . -45.800  7.686  ,. 
tableware  \ 
(691 I 10)  '  ' 
.. 
ceramic  ..  tonnes  33.247  36.681  46.851·  33.000  34.650  3.912  .. 
J 
tableware  ' 
I 
I 
·/  ..  '  'I 
) 
(691200)  -
.. 
'  .  - ;  •  I  .·.  . . 
glassware (7013)  tonnes  14374  16.722  12.462  14.210  -15.600  - 3.714. 
'  . 
. 
.. 
stuffed toys  EC.U  260;117.QOQ  302. 919;000  . 247.764.000'  .274. 764.243  N A (IJJ  ... 50.990.985 . 
(9503 41)  /.  l  .  i 
toys (9503 49)  ·  ECU  . 110.648.000 .  171.334.000  . 88.686.QOO  '132.767.177  .NA!IJ  34.034.572 
toys (9503 90)  ECU  621 :200.000- .  '·678.864.000  478.069.000  ·.  64'9.465.212  NA<IJ  ,  .  135.279.994 
total toys  ECU  · 991.965.000  .·  1.153.117.000  8_14:519.000  1.056. 996.632  1:056.996.632 .  220.305.55 i . 
-- --- ---- ---·  --- --------- - -~---- -
~~------·  ~~- --
Source:- EUROSTAT  . 
(*)figures on wzused qualllitites based  on import licences re/llmed to ilze Member: states (IW daw available for Poi·wgal) 
(I) breakdown no longer (/Vailabfe because of  merger of  ilze quotas  . 
/  I, 13 
b)  Import prices of products originating in China 
.  / 
,_ 
Product  ·Unit price in 1993  Unit price in 1994  Unit price in 1995 
•. 
Footwear: 
-6402 99  3,68  ECU/pair·  .  . 3,68  ECU/pair  4,14  ECU/pair 
- 6403 51  9)6'  ECU/pair  ·11,86  ECU/pair  .  - 6,65  ECU/pair 
-6403 59 
'  3,30  .ECU/pair  3,31  ECU/pair  2,99  .ECU/pair  -
- 6403 91  9,54  ECU/pair  10,17  ECU/pair  11,25  ECU/pair 
-6403 99  7,45  .·  ECU/pair  8,02  ECU/pair  '9,33  ECU/pair 
-6404 11  . 3,94  ECU/I>_air ·  . 4,33  ECU/pair 1  7,19  ECU/pair · 
I  . 
- 6404 19 10  1,00  ECU/pair  0,90  ECU/pairc  0,82  ECU/pair 
Porcelain tableware(*) : 
6911  10  1.105,25  ECU/tonne  1.011,58  ECU/tonne  1.049,20  ECU/tonne 
Ceramic tableware(*} : 
,, 
6912 00  1.060,06  ECU/tonn~  1.054,41  ECU/tonne  1.112,21  ECU/tonne  .  . 
Glassware(*) : 
-1013  1.961,07  ECU/tonne  2.227,57  ECU/tonne  2.547,29  ECU/tonne 
Toys: 
-9503 '41  7.831  ECU/tonne  7.314  ECU/tonne  6.249  ECU/tonne 
-9503 49  6.013  ECU/tonne  6.106  ECU/tonne  5.983  ECU/tonne 
-
-9503 90  4.812.  ECU/tonne  4.926  ECU/tonne  4.911  ECU/tonne 
Source: EUROSTAT;  (*) 1995 Prices until september ., ; 
.-.. ---
,• .. 
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'-.CHAPTER 2-
SHOULDCOMMUNIJ'Y QUOTAS BE MAINTA_INED?  , 
.  .  .  . .  -
' .14 
I.  Approach adopted by the Commission 
To reply to this q~estion the Cornrnissio~ sought to find out if the. conditions that had 
provoked the  in~oduction of quantitative restrictions in 1994, namely the sensitivity' 
·.  •  ,- I  '  .  •  ,  ,  '  ... 
·of the Community· industries concerned and.the threat posed by Chinese products to 
·  them, still prevailed. 
It did this by  carrying out a  sector-by-sector  ar{~lysis on the basis _of the following 
economic indicators: 
I.  Structureof the industry 
. 2. .  Production 
3.  .  Employment 
4.  Import trends _ 
· 5.  Import prices 
6.  China's exportpotential · 
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It  ·.Analysis of the sectors concerned 
.  ··: 
A.  . Situation of the Community footwear industry 
1.  Structure of the.  industry 
. 
There.  were no major changes in the structural features outlined ·in the first report. 
With more production unit closures, the number of producers again fell,  by  1%. 
Similar trends obtain in the three new Member States. 
2.  ·  Community production 
Despite a sluggish consumer market, EU footwear manufacturers saw the erosion 
. of their share of the Community market ease off in  1995, with sales stabilizing in a 
contracting market. Exports;.up only  1.5%, did not  increas~ as fast as in  previous 
years. The drop in EU production was therefore quite small. 
1000 pairs  1992 (~)  1993 (x)  1994 (x)  1994 (xx)  1995 (x)  1995 (xx) 
Production  1 081 568  1 090 236  1 108 143  I  125 575  1 099 119  1116153 
Exports  271  438  291 889  339 687  NA  343 024 .  306 331 
Consumption  1 549 124  1 529 327  1 525 128  NA  1 482 125  1549 201 
. 
Sales/Community  810 130  798 347  768 446  NA  756095  809 822 
production on internal 
market 
Market share of  ·  52%  52%  . 50%  NA  51  o/o  52% 
Community ~roduction 
(x)  EUR 12, 
,- (xx) EUR 15' 
. .. . 
F~ll and comparable specific·  figures for products under quota are not  availabl~ but the 
general trends outlined below should give a fairly representative idea of how they fared. 
3.  Employment 
The  r~te of job losses· rilirrored the drop in. production, falling steadily but more 
slowly.  · • 
- / 
' . . 
-· 
.  ·  ....  '  :  . 
·.· .. · ... 
. 1991 
Numbers directly  . 318 819 
employed Eur 12  ., 
Eur15 
.  ,. 
1992 
. I. 
·'  I 
302 819 
; 
-
:, .. 
",'·  16 
'1993  . 1994  1995 
291.465  .  295 717  292112 
·-
303 129  . 299 426 
4.'  Current restructuring . 
,· 
" 
The  industry's ·moves  to  increase  competitiveness  continued;  Pressure  from 
competitors eased a5  a result of Community  quotas, enabling' .such  moves  to  be 
brought to  bear more quickly and thoroughly. Besides improvements to the. range 
·.  and quality  of products, and  the automation of most' manufacturing stages,  there 
was  investment  in_  the  development  of -computerized  data  exchange  systems~ 
particularly with customers, so optimizing marketing.  .  .  . 
B..·_  Sensitivity to Chinese imports 
.. ,· 
1.  Import trends 
·"-Foo.twear imports into the Community· fell  7%  on  the ·year  to  account for'around -
50% of the total-market, i.e. a slight drop on 1994.  .  · 
The  table· ·below  gives ·an  overview  of import  trends  from- the  main  supplier 
''  countries. 
1000 pairs  i992 (x)  1993 (x)  1994 (x)  ·  1995 (x)  1995 (xx) 
-
Non-EC total  738 994  731 580  786 675  730 836  .  750 S42 
.. 
'  . ·  I 
China  293 197.  296 700'  316413  280491  294990  .. 
.  '  '  .  --
Indonesia  85~960  86 673  105 461  99 573  102 275 
Vietnam  . 12 255  32752  '  61509  74 834  .  76 516  -. 
Thailand  69 981  61  118  55 541  .. 35 930  37627' 
. 
India  14 656  18 393.  20980  19294  19 718 
·.South Korea .  · 
Taiwan 
-
.Brazil·· 
(x)  EUR 12 
(xx)EUR 15 
'54 999  30410 
37145  21538 
·-
·• 
24570  23 209  .. 
. . 
..  .. 
20578  ·14 283  15237 
'• 
18 102  19 452  20455 
. . 
17 809.  NA  NA 
. These  trends  reflect  tl;te .  ·  g~nentl  stagnation  of  the  European .•  Ijlarket,.  where'-·_· 
·consumptidn is at afive~ye~  l~w.  . .  . ;  .  . ' .  ' . 
ImpoftSfro.m Cnin~·  arid from all 'theCommunity's ~ain'· suppliers except Vietnam · 
fell. In the cas.e. of  China, this was rnainly due to the cuhnilative effecfof  th~  market  .. 
,·  :  slumpand the quotas.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  ·.  · 
.  ·  .:· . . ,· .. 
\·  ... 
. .  -· .. '· 
.  -.1  ...  .  •••  ·,  .· .. ··.' 
'.  ;-·. ;_.,.. .. _· .. 
'-The overall picture-for imp;rtsfrom China  is as follows: 
1000 pairs 
Quota footwear 
.. 
Non:.quota 
footwear 
Total' 
(x), EUR 12 
(xx) EUR 15 
' 
1992 
•' 
131 671 
.  161 526 
. 293 197 
•' 
" 
19,3  1994  .  1995 <x> 
137 679'  103 908  70 911' 
159 021  212 505  209 580 
296 700  316 413  280 491 
t7 
.  ' 
1995 (xx) 
75 940 
219 050. 
- 294 990 
The biggest fall was in quota footwear, which accounted for a quarter of all imports 
from  China.  The  likely  explanation  is  that  Chinese  exporters  diversified  their· 
production in  part to avoid the quotas. As  a result, they were still  able to keep up 
· market pressure. 
Chinese products still  represented  38%  of all  footwear  imports  into  the  EU and 
· took a fifth of the total market. Consequently, they contin1,1ed to have a considerable 
influence on Community market conditior~s. 
In the  specific  case of the  tariff headings  subject -to  quotas,  the  slowdown  was 
slightly more pronounced for leather footwear than for other types:· 
pairs 
640299 
6403 51 and 59 
6403 91 and 99 
640411  "• 
64041910 
(x} EUR 12 
-· (xx)EUR 15 
., 
1991 (x)  1992 (x) 
24516513  33498 463 
2 547 468  3 030 80I 
I2 066 280  ·-24 860 632 
23 922 387  23 849 323 
34 4.66 034  34 789 708 
••  \  + 
1993 (x)  1994 (x)  1995 (x)  1995 (xx) 
37 894 757  37 259 535  23 591  lOI  26 046 878 
. 3. 94227l  2 614 453  I  IOO 882  I 241 836 
36 215 974  30 661174  14 848 403  15 616 755 
.. 
20 853 OI~  22 739 304  12 717 692  14 148 760 
31 039 693  26 575 875  18 653 036  18 885 207 
'  -
: ,The 1995 fall-off in' quota imports from China does· not-: appear to have continued 
into  1996:  between January and  April  of this  ye~,- imports  into  the eight largest 
·importing Member States rose 27% year on· year;  ·. ·  ·  .  .  ·.·  ·....  .  ·.  ..  .  ...  ' 
'::  ·. 
. . .  ~.  ~  ~  .. 
.  . . .  :  ..  .  ~. 2..  .·. ·  Import prices: 
·~ 
For the reason~:  given in the: first report to, the Co:unGiJ,)t: i's: not: g~nerally:·gossibl~; to, 
make direct coinpari_sons  t>-e.tween imports: ftom China. and Comr:tJU:JJjty  (QqtW,e~ 
· products  ..  However;  anti-dumping· investigations  now  und.~r ·way  do sbqw  that: 
· prices, have been very sharply undercut.  ·  ·  · 
A  comparisqn  between the· a\(erage  prices: of Chines.e.:  imports  and  Gorii·mJ:t:ni~~ 
exports· _is. also very telling; .  ·  · 
. :640299 
. 6403 51 
6403 59 
. 6403 91 
6403 99 
640411 
. 6404 19 10 
ECU 
~(x)  EUR 12 
· (xx) EURIS 
China 
EU. 
China 
'EU 
China 
EU 
China 
EU 
China 
EU 
China 
EU 
China 
EU 
129~(x) 
3.17 
6.43 
8 .  .66 
21.28. 
3.56 
17.38 
8:63 
'·  '20.41 
6.72 
14.82 
. 3.14 
9.14 
0.94 
3.85 
~~~~.(~);  1~94;(~) 
' 
3 .  .68 
:  '  '3  .. 68: 
i 
5,98  ·6.24.  '. 
9~76  11 .. 86 
2.t19  2.1.50 
3.3.0  3.31 
16  .  .64  16.43 
9.54  10.17 
18.71  19.73 
7.45  8,02 
14.12  14.17 
3.94  4.33 
8.80  8.25 
LOO  0.90 
4.)2  4.12 
:  . ·  1~9.5.  (x~.  19!?S:(~} 
' 
'·  ·--- -·-·-···  .. 
4.14  '  4-.0~i 
6.08.  :  6  .. n· 
6.<55' . 
..  .  o>f: 
-
4.1 .  .07  2l.Q7 
...  ..  .  ... •':'""-··· ..  --·--·--
2.5~9.  3,.16. 
I 
' 
18.20  l8.U  .. .. --- ... 
ll.~25:'  11.1.5 
40.2.8  20.87  ... 
9.3}  N:A 
H.64  14.68' 
7  .. 19  7.15 
10.75  1Q.74 
6.82  0.83 
j 
4.01'  4.03· 
In most cases, too,  the average .unit prices of imports from China in  1995 .  were 
·  lowe~ tban those of any other main Community' suppHer. This is .  despite the fqQt · 
that the prices of some products were on an  upward trend  (owing  perhap~ to  a. 
system of quotas  per· number of pairs  and. to  more sophisticated,  <.mel  tbe.r~fore 
expensive, products which. are now likely to be exported). For beading 640411, a,U 
imports rose sharply iil price {e,g. Thaila,nd up 43%), putting the Cbine~e figure in 
.perspective: f<or 64()3 51 •. however, there was a marked drop in price,  ·· 
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C.  . .- Opinion of  the importers 
The FrA (ForeignTrade Association) have argued that qu~titative restrictions on 
footwear were not justified on the grounds that in  the medium term they  would . 
threaten the export chances of the European shoe industry, as they would provoke 
similar  .. actions from expot;ting countries  .. Furtherinore, FrA maintains that import . 
restrictions hinder the relocation of shoe production to locations with better factor 
endowments outside the .EU. 
D.  Conclusion 
I  . 
The  footwear  industry  remains  highly  sensitive to  the  sh~r volume of imports 
from China, their share of the Community market,-substantial undercutting and the · 
· export  potential  of Chinese  exporters.  Their  market  penetration  was  checked 
briefly  in  1995 but this was  due· to quotas and,  more generally, to weak demand 
overall .. The expected upturri in the market along with improvements to the quota 
system  will  probably  lead  to  further inroads  into ·the Community market ·for the 
most  sensitive products  currently  under  quota,  iln<i  this  needs  to  be  kept  under 
control. 20 
In general terms, statistics on the ceramics industry are hard to come by, since producers 
· are very reluctant to give what they consider to be cornritercially sensitive information to 
their fed, erations.  Moreover, in the tableware sector, there are many very small producers 
which are not members of any national federation. 
A.  Structure of the EU ceramic tableware sector 
Output  in  the  tableware  sector in  1995  represented  12.5o/o  of the  total  output of the 
ceramics  industry  in  the  European  Union  in  value  terms,  but  in  terms  of numbers 
employed, it accounts for about 30%.  It is the most labour intensive of the six ceramics 
sub-sectors, and is therefore particularly vulnerable t«> the effects of  low -pr~ced imports. 
The sector is made up of some big producers, such as Villeroy &  Boch of Germany, and 
Royal Doulton and Wedgwood of the UK, the three biggest producers in  the world, but 
also  a  large  number  of  very  small  and  medium  sized  enterprises.  The  European 
federation estimates it has as its members  171  independent producers which may or may 
not have more than· one plant.  In  addition, there are many small producers throughout 
Europe which  are  not members  of any  federation,  and  keeping  track  of them  is  very 
difficult.  This is particularly the case in Spain and Italy. 
All produce- rs have a vast range of products, ·which differ greatly between producers and 
depend to a large extent on public taste and disposable income. 
Originally,  production  of ceramic  products  was  built  up  near  to  the  source  of raw 
materials, and energy, and where transport facilit~es were good.  These are no longer the · 
primary deciding fa~tors, but the sector is still very -concentrated geographically, with, for 
example, big coricentrations in Staffordshire in the UK, the  ~imousin in france, northern 
Bavaria in Germany, and Maastricht in the Netherlands.  When the industry was set up in 
Staffordshire (an area which became known as "The Potteries", as within a century of the 
first  production there were estimated to  be  some 400 different producing units),  there 
were vast deposits of clay and coal, and a well-established canal system. 
During the  discussions in  the  Council Commercial Questions ·Group,  it  was  suggested. 
that that part of the quota on  CN  6912.00 referring  to  stoneware could be abandoned 
since there was  no longer any  production of stoneware in  the  European Union.  This 
statement appears to be Incorrect:  stoneware continues to be produced in the EU, notably 
in  the  UK,  although precise production figures  are  not  available, since stoneware (CN 
6912.00.30) and earthenware (CN 6912.00.50) are usually  reported together.  There is 
significant intra-EU and extra-EU trade in the product.  ·· 21 
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B.  Trends in production and apparent consumption 
The  European  ceramic  tableware ..  sector  is. represented  at  European  level  by  the 
- Federation  europeenne  des  Industries  de  Porcelaine  et  de  Faience. de .  Table  et 
d'Otnerrientation (FEPF), which in tum is  a member of the general European ceranucs 
federation,  ~6rame-Unie.  Cerame-Unie . estimates  that  it .· represents. some  75%  of 
tableware producers, given that some of the smaller producers in Spain and Italy may not 
be members of their national federations, and the figures  given below are estimates of 
production, etc., for EUR 12.  The figures directly below concern all ceramic products. 
Units:  millionECU 
Apparent 
'  20692.8  18808.4  19312.1  19466.4 
EU sales on 
domestic  19457.4  17595.2  17981.5  18105.9 . 
market 
EU market 
share  94.03%  - 93.55%  93.11%  93.01% 
Imports 
market share  5.97%  6.45%  6.89%  6.99% 
Direct 
292889  2805.86  279270 
NA  NA  c2000 
Import and export figures above are taken from COMEXT.  Production and employment 
figures come from the DEBA database (Eurostat). 
In comparison, similar information on tableware 
.  . .· 
CN  6911 + 6912 + 6913  Units:  million ECU ·. 
Production 
Exports  '856.4  901.4·  ' 1002.6  1043.4 
501.6*  '  544.7*  653.9*  705.6* 
Imports  668.2  659.0  677.0  651.7 
375.4*  370.0*  399.3*  377.6* . 
-Apparent 
3411.8  3157.6  2674.4  n/a 
EU sales on 
domestic  2743.6  2498.6  1997.8  n/a 
market 
EUmarket 
share  80.4%  79.1%  74.7%  n/a 
Imports 
market share  19.6%  20.9%  25.3%  n/a 
Direct 
105 000  90000  81000  c75 000** 
Source:  imports/exports from COMEXT 
production and employment from ·cerame Unie 
* CN 6911.10 + 6912.00 
**rough estimate 1Jy  Cerame~Unie 
. 22.· 
As is evident from the figures above, iinp6rt penetration for all ceramic products together 
is not significant, except that it must be borne in mind that Europe is a strong traditional 
exporter of ceramic products,  and  exports  form  an  integral ·and  indispensable  part. of . 
many European companies' order books.  · 
Conversely,  figures  for  tableware  only  show  a  more  marked  penetration  of imports 
(25.3% in 1994). 
It should be further noted that the Chinese share of imports of all ceramic products has 
been climbing steadilY,~and  accounted for 14.9% in 1995 (in value terms). 
I 
c.·  Trends in iJ11pOrts.and exports 
As  mentioned above, exports are very. important·  for EU tableware producers, many of 
. whom export up to 30% of their production, although the  qt~antity of tableware' exported. 
is generally well below import levels  . . The tables below show EU trade in 1995 with its 
.  · biggest Importers. and its.  biggest export mark::.ts. 
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EU Imports  Source: COMEXT 
~~ 
Origin  ~~~~~ 
China .  28134  27.85  24845  25.14 
Poland  16179  16.02  9667  9.78 
Czech Rep.  11757  11.64  817  0.83 
Romania  .7734  7.66  5579  5.65 
Hong Kong  4600  4.55  885  0.90 
Philippines  3917  3.88  1191  1.21 
Bulgaria  3759  3.72  676  0.68 
Indonesia  3218  3.19  5014  5.07 
Total  101014  100.00  98829  100.00 
EU Exports  Source:· COMEXT 
Destination 
USA 
4608  11.93  423  0.41 
4371  4.26 
2189  5.67 
1791  4.64  . 5364  5.23 
1696  4.39  .78 
China  7  0.02  1  0.00 
Total Extra EU  38624  100.00  102646  100.00 
So whilst the majority of imports into the EU of porcelain and china, and earthenware, 
are from China, EU exports to China remain virtually nil.  The Chinese do not import, 
presumably for supply reasons, but are major exporters since their exports are priced not 
in accordance with production costs, but in accordance with foreign currency needs. 
The three b~ggest tableware producing countries of the EU are France, Germany, and the 
United  Kingdom  where  producers  consider  great  harm  has  been  done  to  the  main 
producing_  areas  by cheap Chinese imports over the  years.  Developments over recent 
years, in French, German, and British consumption of porcelain and china tableware (CN 
6911)  for  instance,  are  shown  below  for  the  last  three  years  for  which  figures  are 
available. ~------------------------------------~~---------------------------
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FRANCE 
Source: COMEXT .  . 'OOOECU 
Domestic sales  94440  110471  111555  102261 
imports  79167  73405 .  85442  82230 
Of  which~ China  9757  15260  11473  6906 
China as % total imports  12.3  20.8  13.4  8.4 
Apparent consumption  173607  183876 ;  196997  184491 
China as% of apparent 
consumption  5.6  8.3  . 5.8·  3.7 
* Imports are extra-EU plus imports from other Member States. 
GERMANY 
1992  1993  1994  i995 
Domestic sales  494948  610771  579813  n/a 
Imports  93363  106015  111979  119284 
Of which, China  3773  4334  6358  7976 
China as % total imports  3.6  4.1  5.7  6.7 
Apparent consumption  588311  716786  691792  n/a 
China as % of apparent 
consumption  0.6  0.6  0.9  n/a 
UNITED KINGDOM 
1992  1993  1994  1995 
Domestic sales  109292  147764  168197  174592 
Imports  44778  43344  46387.  44677. 
Of which; China  1011  894  2943  3728 
China as % total imports  2.2  2.1  6.3  8.3 
Apparent crmsumption  154070  191108  214584 .  219269 
China as % of apparent  r 
consumption  0.6  0.5  1.4  1.7 
It  should  be  noted  that  the. figures  relating  to  imports  from  China  above,  and  the 
calculations resulting, are significantly different from the levels in Jast  year·~ repoit.  This 
is because when the report was being written last year,  figures covering imports  f~om 
China were ·supplied by  Cerame-Unie  members.  · Checking  these  in  COMEXT  now 
reveals  a {Jumber ·of discrepancies, which means. that the ,percentage share of Chinese 
imports  in .total  imports .in.to  the  three  Member  States  above  has  beeri  reduced. 
However,  i't  must be stressed .  that  total  imports  means  imports  not  only  from  third 
countries,  but  also  .includes  imports  from  all  other  Member :states,  and . there  is 
sig1;1ificant intra-:-EU  tr~de in ceramics tableware. 
.· ' I . 
.. 
. --. 
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.  c~nsuniption 'n the~e .countries i~'  the three years  m~ntioned above is down on previous 
years,  as. tableware  producers  consider  that .·the  recession  is  _ far  from  over for  their . 
. products, and that the threat from Chinese imports is growing steadily. 
/ 
D.  Prices 
Average prices of Chinese imports are well below European prices both for porcelain and 
chinaware ·and for earthenware.  Below is  a comparison of average prices charged for 
imported Chinese goods, with the average price of similar products manufactured in the 
EU.  . 
ECU!kg  Source: Cerame-Unie members 
1991  1992  1993  1994  1995 
GN 6911  Chinese  1.21  1.06  1.11  1.04  1.10 
EU  5.65  5.55  4.15  5.34  3.39 
CN 6912  Chinese  0.96  1.04  1.08  1.19  1.10 
EU  2.43  2.38  2.21  2.34  2.06 
- ' 
For the two specific products subject to quota, Chinese prices compared with the average 
Intra-EU levels in  1995 were: 
ECU!kg  Source: COMEXT · 
1.06  5.57 
2.46 
As can be seen from the above figures, whilst tlie existence of quotas may have limited 
the amount of Chinese imports, the prices of these have remained fairly stable.  European 
prices have, however, come increasingly under pressure, not only because ofthe presence 
of low priced imports notably from south east Asia and central and eastern Europe, but 
also because there is significant production over-capacity in the European Union: 
.  ' 
E.  Employment trends 
.  -
· Numbers employed  in  the  ceramics  industry  have  been. decreasing  steadily  in  recent 
years, as can be seen from the table shown below;  · '· 
..  ..  .  ·. 
1000 
Total cerainic  · Tableware  Tableware as 
im~ustry* .  . sector .  '%of  total 
1992  ·320  105  32.8 
199~  293  103 .  . 35.2 
1994  281  81  28.8 
1995  279  75  26.9 
*  includes coarse ceramics - refractory produ- ctS, buildinfbricks 
and roof tiles.  1995 figures are estimates: 
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Figur~s for the total industry employment come from the Panorama of European Industry; 
figures  for  the  tableware  sector  are  Cerame-Unie  estimates.  C6rame-Unie  has  also 
provided some estimates of the progression in emplOyment levels in the tableware sector 
in certain Member States over the last two years: 
[~~_,..--.'.  ~- .  '~-,;\.,;'!  • .  . .  - .  ·I  Jl!"  ;,-;  . .  J}'Jll£\.  .. . . >  r  .'J.  .••  _,,:J>!~.J..;.,. 
'  '  ~.  - • .t'  ••  ~  •  1!1  ~~1  '"'  •~ti 
~~~--~·~ 
France  4005  3894 
Germany  24725  21424 
Portugal  12278 .  11898 
.Spain  656  n/a 
United Kingdom  . 22085  ..  22000 
.Italy  6060  n/a 
Netherlands  640  605 
Austria  994  nla 
It is not easy to determine how much of the decline in employment in 'this  sector is  a 
direct result of growing imports of low priced Chinese tableware, but there are a number . 
of examples of closures or relocations where the existence of cheap imports have played 
.a major role in the decision making process:  · 
. I 
1.  3 plants In the United Kingdom have clos_ ed down over recent years, and others 
are working at reduced capacity 
2.  Royal Doultori (UK) has started to produce tableware in Indonesia in order to be 
able  to  tcike  advaritage  of cheaper  labo·ur .  costs  and  better  face  low  priced 
competition in its European markets 
3.  Villeroy &  Boch (D)  h~  moved part of the prrid~ction from its Mettlach plant 
in German'y,  where employment and social costs. make up some 35% of total 
cost, to plants in France·  anci,  Hungary: wh~re  the corresponding figures are .25% 
andJl% respectively. -.The reason for this.decision is speci_ fically'to better face 
competition from low priced imports:  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  · 
.  ·. 
.  • ',\:  : .  -:  .,  ··.  . ... 
. ·  . N.B. 
F.· 
.  ~·  . 
·'.  .27 
Such a  move is.bound"to have serious effects for· the  town,  where,  out of a .. 
. popuhition ~f around  8000,  some  3500 are  employed in  Villeroy  &  Boch's 
plants  produdrig tiles,  sanitaryware,  and  tableware.  The  current · numbers. 
employed are already dowri from 5500 a few years ~go,.  in· an area where there is 
little in the way of  flltemati~e employment.  In  addition, unemploy,nent in the· 
··Saarland is well above_ the German national average.·  '  ·  ·  · 
,-
·Numbers employed. in ·the  ceramics .. industry as .a whole we-nt  down by  an-
estimated  12.7%  betwec:!ri  1992 ·and. 1995;  - immbers ·employed· in  the 
tableware·  sector went down. by an estimated 28.6% over the same ·period. 
CounterfeitPig problem· 
.  .  .  . 
· ·An  additional  and  iricrea5ing  problem  which  EU .tableware  ma~ufactu'rers have  with 
-·Chinese imports is that they are-often counterfeit.  That is, Chinese producers have been· 
- known to send representatives to Europe where they copy European designs, which are 
produced in China and sold in Europe at much lower prices than the European products. 
Examples  have been  shown .in  the  past of Chinese products _being  sold  in  European 
. markets~ as virtually exact replicas of EU products (evidence pro  vi Jed by Cerame :Unie is 
available if necessary).  -
.,  . 
G.  Chinese tableware sector 
Very little is known of the actual structure of the tableware sector iri China; although it is 
known China exports around' 25% of its totafproductio_n.  In 199.5, a German magazine · 
estima.ted that Chinese tableware production amounted to  about 6 'billion pieces, for a 
. total value of DM 3 billion that. year, coming _from  around  1000 production units with 
some 260 000 workers.  -
As far as is known, no EU producers have any involvement _in  the production .of ceramic 
tableware in China.  It does_ not seem .possible at this stage that  t~ere would be any big 
Chinese market  for their products.  There is a market for their products in other south east' 
Asian countries,  though,  and production· in  China could  prov~ attractive  in the longer 
·term. 
·)_ 
H.  Opinion of the Community industry 
Cerame-Unie, which represents the major European ceramics producers r~mains firmly in 
favour .of  th~ continuation .of the  quotas:· This  position  is. endorsed ··by_' an  important·. 
· number of members of the European Parliament (Ceramic Intergroup). 
'  '  I  _- .  I 
}_ 
·'·. 
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I.  -Opinion of the importers 
.  .  .  . '.  . 
.  PTA  (Importer~·~sociation) believes that 4ue to a suppressed dem~ncfthe impact of the 
quota in.  the  ceranli¢s. and  porcelain  sector 'is .less  dramatic_ .than  in. other  sectors 
concerned.  However. Fr  A. still  maintains  that  any  quantitative  restriction ·should  be 
·abolished. 
J  .'  ·  Conclusion , 
·China continues to be a  state-trading country. in which it is thought that more than half of 
Industrial output is still effected by state enterpr!ses, and where the financial system, and 
tlie_change of  hard currencies, r_eimiins in the hands of the State.  This means that Chinese .. 
exporters· can. go on selling tableware on European markets at prices· which are. not  cos~ 
related, and this continues to damage the ED market.  /  . 
This  situation  exacerb~tes ·already  difficult  circumst~nc~s .for.  a:  sector  which  is,  as 
mentioned  above,  highly  geographically  concentrated,  where .demand  is'  falling,  and 
where there is a certain amount. of overcapacity. 
In view. of  the above, the tableware sector rem(!.ins  sensitive because of the high volume 
of the Chinese imports, their considerable disruption potential and the substantial price 
undercutting.  ·  . 
•'.  \ 
··. ,·  ; ..  .  I 
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.·..:.  .... A.  Structure of the EU glass tableware industry 
In  1995, .the  glass tableware sector in  the European  Union accounted for  3.94% of all 
glass  production  in  the  EU,  as  ·opposed  to  container  glass  which  is  the  largest  glass 
sub-sector with 64.73%, and flat glass with 25.46%.  95% of all  EU glass tableware is 
produced in France, Germany, Italy and the UK. 
France occupies a dominant position,  accounting for  over half EU output.  Its  largest 
producer, Verrerie Cristallerie d'Arques is a world leader, employs around 11 000 people, 
produces in  the  region  of 5 million  articles,  and exports  some 75%  of its  production. 
There  are  other large  producers,  such  as  Schott(D),  Bormioli  Rocco(!),  and  Durobor 
(B/UK),  but the  majority  of producers  are  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises.  The 
principal competition comes from the USA and Japan, dominated by Corning and Asahi 
·respectively, although competition from the far east is growing. 
Total production in  1995 was 944 351  tonnes, of which around 60% was in  the form of 
drinking glasses.  Although this accounted for about  ~.94% of total  glass production in 
tonnage terms, it is much mote important than-this share would indicate, considering its 
potential selling price, which can be very high. 
The glass  tableware  industry  is  represented  at  European  level  by  European  Domestic 
Glass (EDG) for crystal and hand made glass, and by the Federation europeenne du Verre 
d'Emballage (FEVE) for mechanically produced glass, although contacts with producers 
of the  latter  are  limited.  Both  are  in  turn  affiliated  to  the  Comite  Permanent  des 
Industties du Verre de la CE (CPIV). 
The EDG  has  members  in  most  Member  States;  although  it  has  never  managed  to 
establish  any  links  in  Spain  or Portugal,  and there is  no  J?roduction  in  Luxembourg. 
Where it does have members, it estimates that it. represents around 80% of the industry' 
i.e some 86 companies.  The majority of these companies.  have just one producing plant, 
but there ate some with more than one plant,  ~ometimes in more than one Member State, 
such as Durobor (B/UK), Saint-Gobain(F/D)". ' .. 
..  ,_  ·. 
. .  .. 
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r  •  ,Developments in the ·sector are  closely  -~inked  to ~h!Ulges in-life style, .disposaJ?le income; ·:  ; .  _·. 
~  . ' 
and personal t~te. Other. factors which have been important over recent year~ inClude: •  . 
.  .  ~  .  .  .  .  '..  ..  .  .  '  :.  ;  .  .  . 
- . lncrea5tng  mech~is-ation, which has _brought with it.a si~ificant  fall. in  prices ·and 
e~tended'  product nmg~s  . 
new forms of distribution, particularly mass distribution.-.. 
new  technological needs linked to the  r~pid  spre.ad of dishwashers and  inicro~a:ve  .· 
ovens  .. 
· ...  '"""' ... 
.  competition from metal, ceraniics, _and-_plastics, p3rticul~ly il)  kjtch~Iiware. 
' · B.  .·  T~ends  in production and apparent consumption 
"  ( 
Although EDG  e~timates that it represents about 80% of glass tableware production:- the_ 
statistics which it has available a:re  very patchy  :..  its members are often reluctant to give 
out ~hat'  they consider to be commercia:Ily sensitive infonriation.  Therefore, the figures 
given  for  apparent consumption· trends over r:ecent  years  are CPIV estimates .:;overing -
BUR 11 -(without Spain,  and~ for  the sake of  historical- co~parison, without the  three . 
newest EU' members).  Produ~tiori figures  also  refer to  BUR  11  and  al~o ·come from. 
CPIV. 
In terms of  pr~duction of glass tableware, after· a high year in-1991, levels fell by ·6% in · · 
, both 1992 arid 1993; plckedup again in 1994:(+6%), and f~ll back.by2% in  ~995.  Mu~h­
of the i~pr~yement seen in 1994 was  ~xport-led since apparent consumptiort in  fu~ EU • . 
continued to  go  dow'n.  In i  995,  apparentcoilsl!mptipn grew againby .1.5%,  whereas  . 
-e~ports.  fell-~ack  by 2.6o/o .. 
.  .  I  ,'  }  v  •  •  •  •  •  •  '"'-.  -·  •  •  •  •  •  , 
Latest figures  available on EU production  ~d  apparent consumption· levels. are given 
·  .· ..  overleaf.  ; 
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Tonnes, except where otherwise stated 
~J  ~~~ 
Production  1032000  967000·  911000 
EUExports .  358074  299372  301979 
EU Imports  121509  135292  149851 
Apparent  . 
Consumption  795435  .  802920  758872 
EU sales on 
domestic  673733  668029  609374 
market 
EU  market 
share  84.7%  83.2%  80.3% 
Imports 
market share  15.3%  16.8%  19.7% 
Direct 
employment  15428  15366  15212 
Source:  Imports/exports:  COMEXT 
Production, employment and no companies:  CPIV 
Imports market share is calculated on apparent consumption. · 
*estimate 
C.  Trends in imports and exports 
963229  944351 
368539  358643 
149353  175507 
750043  . 761215 
600784  585708 
80.1 o/o-- 77.0% 
19.9%  19.9% 
15000  15000* 
' 
Given.  that glass  table~~e·and crystal are products which can be transported over long 
distances viably  under normal  market conditions, EU producers  are  very  dynamic  on 
export markets, and have a traditional long term presence in a number of them.  Exports · 
regularly account for a third of all productsproduced in the EU.  The main exports are in 
the top end of the quality and design range. Higher value-added products are, therefore, a 
significant part of the business. 
In 1995', EU .producers exported over 38% of their total production, which constitutes a 
steady  increase  since  1987,  when  producers  were  exporting· about  30% · of  their 
production. 
;_ . .~-----~~-~-
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Below is a breakdown of the principal sources ·of EU imports of glass tableware in  1995  .  . 
(EUR 12), as  we~l · as the main destination countries of EU glass tableware exports  . . 
~~~-~  ~"'  ~~  .. :\:~  ~.  rmoo  _  ~-""J  ____ 
~ri\i~iuffiiiilit\n~~T ---- ·  .. ~~~3 
Turkey  ·36252  21.71  10084  3.07 
Poland  25243  15.12  18444.  5.62 
Czech Rep.  24486  .  14.67  .3809  1.16 
Indonesia  13970  8.37  268  0.37 
.. 
Slovenia .  11005  6.59 .  2518  0.77 
Romania ·  8420  5.04  268  0.08 
·china  6822  4.09  668  0.20 
USA  6186"  3.71  75865  23.11 
Total Extra EU  166960  100.00  '328299  100.00 
Whilst certain producers, such as in Turkey ot in  eastern Europe, increased their overall 
share of imports into the EU, the share from China was halved in  1995 from over 8% in 
1994.  At the same time, EU glass tableware producers have increased. their exports to 
China from  179  tonnes  in  1994  to  668  tonnes  in  1995,  just 0.20%  of all  EU  glass 
tableware exporJ:s. 
Chinese  producers  have  long  had  a  traditional presence  on  the  EU  market  for  glass 
tableware,  with a period, between  1990 and  1993, of increasing tonnages coming in at 
low prices, but ·with a subsequent and steady decline fr.om"  1994 onwards  . .In addition, by 
far the largest share (approaching 100%) of all imports of glass tableware from China are 
plain, simple glass products, i.e.  not glass ceramics, not lead crystal, and most of it is 
machine produced.  That is, it is the most basic quality, bottom of the range, glassware 
products. 
D.  Prices 
The principal point of concern to the ~U  glass tableware sector is  the low prices being 
practised by Chinese exporters, which,  do not appear to be based on cost considerations, 
but ori Chinese needs for  foreign' currency.  In  this  case,  it. cannot be considered that 
notmal market conditions prevail, China still being essentially a state-qading country. 
Having said that, it is extremely difficult to get details on prices of Chinese imports. -For 
this, th.ere,  are two obvious sources:  industry and COMEXT statistics.  When a·  customer ... ·  .. 
<.  -
....  _  - ... 
,. 
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i~ buying glass tableware, its source is  n~t  as. immediately apparent," ~fat all;' to th~ fii:uil 
cust~mer  as it ~s for ceramic tableware.  Therefore numerous' attempts have· been made by . 
·industry repre-~entatives to get price~Ii~ts from 'importers or. Chit1~se goods,  ~~d  none ha5 
be'en successful.  The tniders approached have refu.sed t~ give priGeS. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
As stated _previously,  prit~s obtained: by a simple 'calculation on the b~is of COMEXT  · 
statistics_ ~e  unreliable, since for the CN code heading 7013 as a whole for 1995, Chinese 
selling  price~ _in .the EU were higher than the .selling prices whiCh European  produ~ers· :- · 
.  . .  .  .  .  .  . .  - ;  . .  '  .  .  ~  \  '  .  . ' .  .  .  . 
·were able to obtain in other Member States. 
•  .  !  .  .  .  '  . 
Itis argued that Chinese selling prices are unFkely to be higher than EU ones, because: 
·most pf the glass products imported from China (97%) are mechanically produced, 
:basic  glas~ at the. bottom end of the pr()dUCt  range, commanding  lo~er~prices t~an 
hi&her value added products 
the  average European price covers  the  whoie range  ~f chapter 7013,  inCluding 
. higher .  valu~- added  products,  -such . ~ crystal  or  engraved  glassware, . which 
.  .  :..  - ' 
comma~ds a higher selling price; the average price can therefore \>e  expected to be 
higher thanJhe average for orc;linary bottom-of~the-range  glass~ai-e  .. 
·._It should be.conclu~ed, therefor~  •. that EU and Chinese prices of glass tableware cannot_ 
. be compared since the avaiiable figures are not reliable and t{l_eir  r~spective produ~ts are 
not in competition. 
'  . .  . 
.. 
E.  Employment trends . · 
In the period frqm  1980 to ·1994,  when total glass production went up by  3~%,actual 
. numbers emplo"yed ~ent  down by 30%.  Much ofthis rriay be attributable to restructuring. 
· efforts  on  the  part  of ·glass  make-rs  over recent  years,  althoug~ it  ~s  not possible  to · 
quantify-this. ·.The glass· tableware sector is highly -labour intensive, and· it seems likely 
th~refor~  Jhat a limited fall in  empl~yinent  ~an be  a~tributed, at 'least in part,· to the growtn 
.  •  .  ,  .  ...  '  - .'  .  ·.  .  ..  .  I 
. ·,  . 
in.cheap imports.· 
'  . 
.  ; · No .figures are a~ailable to show  employment by Member State and by-sub-sectbr  .. The 
.... only. figu~es  ·  w_here  ~ split by, M~mber  State  ,is. av<lilable  c~ve~ total glass producti~ri of 
··.  :,  aU glass  prod~~ts.~· Ove~  the I4tJf~e  years;trends:in etnploy.me~t in theEu: and in fue 
.  . ·.  ·..  .·  -.. :·  .  ..  .... ---:- .  ..  -- ...  ·  ·:·..  . .....  ·  .-··  ..  ·  -...  ·  .- . - .  \ 
four_ main tableware producing countries (totaJ_ production, all glass p~oducts), have been:  .  .  .  .  - .  .  - '  .  - .  . 
-..... 
........  _ ... 
. .  · 
.··  ... 
·.I 
.  . . . .  .·.  -:~. '·'  - ..  :. 
.,·_ ... 
,./ 
.  I 
Year 
1991 
1992 
i993"" 
1994 
·1995· 
,··  .. -: 
.  .  ·. 
EUR12. 
.  .  .  . 
223'464. 
219 458-
221611 
208 770* 
n~a. 
*  estiin~ies .. 
.. 
··Germany 
71736 
69737 
74 000. 
69000 
nla 
..  'i. 
..  ·.i. 
. France ..  · 
.  .  - . 
_37 309  . 
3'6 601 
35283 
34330 
nla 
- .',· 
:  ..  uK. 
45094·  . 
44904 
46 817 
38 713. 
n/a 
· . Italy.· 
21 500* 
2l 000* 
19500* 
'20000. 
. nla 
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Figures relatingto glass  -t~bleware alone ate available on an ~U  basis e>niy, and here-the 
recent evolution has been: 
1991 
1992 
. 1993  -
1994-
15 428 
15 366 
15 212 
15 000. 
-Ll% 
-0.4%-. 
:-LO% 
-L4% 
Figures for 1995 are not available, but it is thought that.there was very-little change from 
the 1994 level of employment overail. 
As to ttie biggest glass tableware producing coun~ries, France, Germanyand.the UK, very 
.  ~  .  . 
littl~ detailed information  is available, but it. appears that after  a- period of  job losses from. 
.  .  •  .  .  .  .  - .  .  I 
19~9 to 1994 due to structural adjustment, the employment situation has stabilised in the 
tableware sector. 
.  .  . 
F.  Opinion of_ the Community industry · 
·TtH~ produce~ represented. by CPIV believe that the quota should be maintained on the 
grminds that additional ch~ap imports wou:ld mean further ~~~s of  market share, the loss  · 
. of  busin~ss, arid iri the end .the loss~ofproduction  cap~city and subsequent loss of  jobs, 
.  i 
G. ··Opinion of the importers ..  · 
.·.  '• 
.  - ... 
'1 
· FfA bellevesthat. du.e to a  supp~essedd~niand  the impact of the·quota,in  th~glassW:are  .·  . 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  '  •  •  •:  •  \  •  •-.  • 
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sector is less dramatic than in other sect()rs concerned~ However, f<TA still maintains that· 
..  · any .quantitative.  res~ri-~tion.  shoulci be' ab_olish-e~{: . .  . 
, .. 
:-.:  ·.  ;: . 
,. 
'-: ,  ~~  ~.: r •  .,  ,  ,'  •  ..  ·' 
' . -··. 
·.·  .j  .•  ' 
.  \ 
H. ·  Conclusio~ 
'  ' 
The growing capacity of Chinese producers  to  export· low-priced products  in ·the  EU 
. ·.  .  .  .  .  . 
remains a matter of c~nce1,11 for the glassware. sector, which would still 'be sensitive to 
these imports. 
'  ' 
However, giveri  the low and falling market share and ·volume of the Chinese glassware 
imports in  the  EU, the continuation of a quantitative restriction does  not appear to.  be 
fully 'justified. 
"· 
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A.  Situation of the Community toy industry 
1.  Structure of the industry 
The  structural features  outlined  in  the ·first  report  have  changed  little.  More 
production units have closed,  leading to  a drop of around  1%  in  the  number of ·  · 
·firms. 
2.  Community production 
On the back of stronger Community consumption, up 3% in  1995, the production 
of toys  in  the EU jumped 5%, enabling producers to  maintain their EU market 
share  at  around  31%  at  a  time  of  stagnating  imports.  Community  toy 
manufacturers did, however, see their exports drop by over 10%. 
.  . 
The overall picture for products under Codes CN·9501 to 9505 is as follows: 
< 
ECU '000  1992  1993  1994  1995(x) 
. 
Production  3110412  3 033 146  2 879 777  .2 966 170 
Exports  96I 588  1 076 856  I 220 209  I 071 486 
Imports  4 954 520  4 828 483  4 326 595  4 230 665 
of which imports from  I 979 575  2 196 957  2 069 550  2 109 307 
China 
Apparent consumption  7 103 344  6 784 773  5 986.163  6 126 350 
Market share of imports  69.7%  71.2%  72.2%  69.1% 
Market share of imports  27.9%  32.4% .  34.6%  34.4  % 
from China 
(x)  EUR 12 
3.  Employment 
Against this backdrop, the rate of job losses slowed, with a fall of arounq  1% in 
the workforce ~etween 1993 and 1994.  . 37 
: 
' 
~  / 
Workforce··  ..  1990  1991  1992''  1993  1994. 
; 
Direct employment·  '71 065  68 336  65 012  '  61906  61300 
;  " 
4.  ·Current restructuring moves· 
B. 
1. 
Alongside  efforts  to  improve_ production  facilities,  the  i~dustry- saw  fu.rther  . 
·.consolidation  . 
.. 
~  r  •  •  •  '  • 
Sensitivity to Chinese imports 
· Import trends 
Total toy  im-ports  from outside the EU fell  back by 2.2%  ex~ept for those from .  · 
China,  which  rose  1.9%. However, non.;-quota  toys fr<lm  China,  account.ing  for. 
76% 6f  total i~ports, were tip 27%, while those u,nder quota were down 37%: ·  · -. 
. ECU '000  .1~92  1993  '1994  1995 ('.')  -
. 
.Toys under quota 1994  991  965  1 153 117  814 519  509 465 
' 
·~ 
- 9503 41 
·- 260' 117  302 919  247 764.  171  348  ' 
-9503 49  I 10648  I7I 334  88 686  42 680 
-9503 90  62I 200  678864- 478 069  295 436 
•' 
Non-quota toys  987 610  I 043 840  . I 255 031  1'599 842 
Total  1979 575  2 196 957  '2069 550  2 109 307 
(x) Eur 12 
A  comp~rison of quota· and non-quota i~ports clearly shows how  ~ell Chinese 
.  produce,r~. have  been· able. to  boost .their  exports. to  the. Community:  -with  no 
~uantitative  r~stdctions, imports .have continued  to  rise  very. sharply,  up  27% 
between 1994 ·and·1995.  ·  .  '  . 
.2.  Import prices 
\,• 
Compared .  to  ·1994,  Chinese  toys  under  headings .  9503  41  and  9501 49 , were 
c:heaper in  ~-995 than those frolll other EU suppliers. For heading 9503 90; the 
. prices of  all the mainsuppliers were fairly similar.-
.  .  '  '  '  - .. ·  .  '  .  ..:,  '  :  '  '  '  .:,- ·.'  ,.'  .  '  '  -'  .  :  .  ,. 
The figures below show the Chinese are undercutting Community export prices 
although ther~ ary no figures for the ex-works priCe of Community pro.ducts .. 
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Average· price of  imports from China· arid of Comiriunity exports 
.  ,·  . •.  .  .  '· 
. CEctJ/torine) 
,. 
·/ 
Product  1992  1993'·  1994  .·1995 
.. 
..  EU  14179  13' 137  13.400  12 963 
950341  -
China 
.. 
.  - 7737  7 831.  7 314  6 249" 
EU  '9172  9 736  '9420  ? 137 
.950349 
..  / 
.. 
China  5 944  .  6 013  6106  .·. 5983 .  ..  .. 
•. 
.. 
·7 724  7248  7009  6.199  EU 
·, 
950390 
., 
.. 
China  5 116  4 8.12.  4 926  4.911 
· The price of  imports from China again fell in i  995, with a drop ofl5% on  th~ 
·  . year for toys under heading 9503 41.  .  · 
Another  problem  still  faced  by  Community  prod~cers is  counterf~iting:  the 
Chinese seem  _to have done little to  stamp out the practice and ways of tackling . 
the problem have been slow to materialize. 
C.  Opinion of the Communi  tv industry,and of importers· 
Tqys  ·Manufacturers  ·of. Europe· (importers)  and  Federation  Europeenne  des 
.  ·industries du· Jouet (producers), which represent almost the entire European toy 
industry  .have  recently·  proposed  the  libefalisation  of· the  importation ·.of 
components for toys  whieh fall within the quo~. They believe this  would be a 
means ·of  stimulating  employment  in .  various  EU .  countries  based upon  local 
.  ass~mbly and other villue-adding proc~sses.  · 
·However,  it should> be  noted 'that the toy industry's proposal  is intended to· 
exClud,e from the coverage of the. quota, speci~cally, 911ly the ··~omponel!~ of toys 
which are. meant to be subject to further industrial  transform~tions (.:.) not to be~ 
sold as individ~aljteins t<;>  er{d customers;, ... The Commission believes that  s~ch .. 
definition  would. entail m~nagement  difficulties  for  the  national  customs: 
·  .. authorities due .·to. possible diverging fnterpretations,  and t1Ierefore  proposes·. the 
.. exclusi?n frol11  th~ quota' of "components oftoys'', with no :further specification. 
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,  .  Conclusion 
l;he toy· sector remains .sensitive to the  a~solute :and  relativ~ volume of Chinese 
imports, · their  low  prices  and  the . export . potential  of .  ~hinese  producers., 
.  Improvements to the  quota~  systerr1 will probably  l~ad to further inroads· for these 
.·imports, making continued corttrolsall.themri~e necessary.  .  . 
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iii.  Coilclusions 
From the  information  it  has  gathered the  Commission has drawn the following 
conclusions: 
1.  j  The seCtors  covered by the quantitative restrictions have made efforts th,at  have 
borne fruit in  terms of restructuring production and improving the quality of the 
products under quota. However, while. the  Europ~an producers are continuing in 
this effort the sectors concerned remain sensitive  . 
. _  ·- The overall situation is  precarious:  all  these industries are affected in varying  ·. 
degrees ·by -stagnating production, declining ·sales  and exports, closures and job 
shedding.- -
-Most are  l~bour-intensive, fragmented industries that are particularly vulnerable 
· to competition from low-cost countries and have already lost a large share of the 
Communitymarket to them. 
-Most are engaged in restrucl.uring exercises which lookpromising but are costly. 
and difficult.to carry out - a waive of low-priced imports would condemn them to 
failure.-
.  ' 
- Some have relocated ·part of their production',. are considering doing so, or have 
subcontracted work in low-cost countries in order to reduce costs and so compete 
with these low-cost countries.  . 
2.  ·  Chinese competition in these sectors remains a real threat: 
- China has  enormous  - and  growing  - production  and export capacity  in· the 
sectors  covered  by  quantitative  restriCtions  imd  its  exporters. would,  in  '~eir 
absence,  soon  be in  a  position  to  unleash ·huge  quantities  on  the· Community 
market. 
.  . 
·  ..  ~ Imports  from  China had already seized sizeable market share, or were in  the 
~-process of doing  s-;>,  when  quantitative  restrictions  at Community  level  were 
'  introduced. 
- The  priees  of imported  Chinese  products  remain  much  below  those  of 
..  comparable  Community  products.  They  are  also  well  below  those  of · other 
Community suppliers. The extent or'thls underc~ttingis such-as to give Chinese 
producers the means ()f disrupting the  Community market.  . 
- Frequent occurrences of. counterfeiting  in  the  case  of some products further 
distort competition.~ -·  .  ·  · 
. ,.  An additional  consideration  is  the particular .mit*e of·'the ·chinese economy  .. 
China has been striving, over the lruit few· ye~s/  to liberruize ·its trade. regime and  · 
open  its  economy-· to  the  world.  Although  these.· measures · represent  important 
steps  forward, they are· still clearly insufficient to make .the Chinese trade· system 
,_ COI!lpatible  with  int~mationally' accepted  rules.  The .  Chinese · authorities. still 
· .. ·.: .\ 
,· ... 
.  I I:.. 
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exercise great influence. on· the operation of the Chinese industry: e.g. artificially  · 
low prices that do not. reflect the real eeonolllic cost of the products  concern~d 
.  and export strategies that are governed by not strictly commercial considerations. 
On the import side, Chln·a maintains high tariffs on inany ·consumer products, but . 
the  more  prohibitive. restrictions  stem  from  non-tariff barriers  such  as  quotas, 
licence  requirements,  restrictions· on - for~ign currency-· and  tecl:mical·  barriers. 
Products may be imported only by foreign. trade corporations that are authorised,. 
and essentially controlled, by the Central Government.  · 
There is thus reason to believe that the abolition of quanti_tative restrictions would lead to 
a  renewed upsurge in  imports  from  China and  a further  dangerous  weakening  of the . 
market position of the Community industry concerned, with the exception of glassware 
forwhich such outcome is less likely. 
.  .  . 
In  light of the above, the Commission believes that the reasons that led the- Council to 
introduce  the  quantitative  restrictions  covered  in  this  report are,  excluding glassware, 
overall, still valid  . 
.  I 
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_CHAPTER3 
.  -
IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SURVEILLANCE: MEASURES 
.  I;  Purpose of  surveillance measures  · _ 
. ,  The Council  introduc:ed  these. qteasures' -to  keep  imports of. a  variety  of products 
under closer observation in cases where the trend g(!.ve cause for concern but W(!.s,of 
·no immediate danger to the Community industry. 
II. ·Implementation 
Prior Community surveillan,ce is  carried out through a system  wher~by licences are 
.  - automatically issued free-of-charge for any quantity requested within five days of the 
lodging of a request by a Community importer.  · 
Regulation (EC) No 519/94 ~~ought in a standard simplified Community surveillance  . 
document  which  reduced  to  a  minimum  the  formalities  to  h~ acc()mplished  by 
importers and Member States inconriectioil with imports-under surveillance. 
In April  1996, following the conclusion,s contained in  the Cqmmission's first report, 
the Council decided by  i~s-Regulation (EC) No 752/96:~  . 
-to remove a range of products of which the imports in  1994 were negligible or 
lower than in  1993, from the list of products subject to Communhy surveillance; 
- to insert certain products in respect of which quotas were abolished (gloves and 
combined  car.  radios)  in  the  list  of yroducts  subject  to  prior  Comniunity 
surveillance. 
Unfortunat~ly, despite  repeated  requests!  many  Member States  still  either do. not · 
provide  the  information  they were  supposed  to  give  on  the  issue of surveillance 
documents or provide only partial information or give it too late (with-the exception 
of footwear), s6 deprivin~ the surveillance system of much of its l:lSefulness.-
'.  .·  . 
'·  .  .  '·  .•.,  ....  :  .  ~ 
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·  III. Trends in imports of products under surveillance 
The  table  below  gives  import  figures,  in  thousands of ecus,  for  products  under 
surveillance in 1995, excluding footwear, and sets them against the 1994 figures. 
CN code  Description·  1994  1995  Imports 
China/Extra-
EC (1995) 
1901 90 90 .  Food preparations  2.408  1.897  5,48% 
2827 10 00  Ammonium chloride  1.083 
!  1.307  77,78% 
2905 49 90  Other polyhydric alcohols  1.716 .  3.463  31,48% 
29181400  Citric acid  28.380  21.313  56,03% 
2941  30 00  Tetracyclines and their  38.101  48.402  58,18% 
derivatives 
2941 40 00  Chloramphenicol  9,736  7.786  89,48% 
3204 13 o'o  Basic dyes ....  7.815  7.773  27,84%  -
3204 15 00  Vat dyes ...  5.034  9.927  ·_  17,59% 
3604  Pyrotechnic articles  41.578  67.210  77,50% 
3905 20 00*  Polyvinyl alcohols  15.748  19.711  18,69% 
4203 29 91  Gloves  4.764  5.513.  22,45% 
4203 29 99  Gloves  4.992  4.041  12,13% 
6913  10  Ornamental articles of  94.126  75.303  68,22% 
.  porcelain 
7004 90  Other glass  3.485  3.223  8,92% 
7901  12  Zinc, not alloyed ...  0  o·  0% 
8527 21  Car radios  63.696  35.174  4,93% 
8712 00  Bicycles  1.661  2.001  0.42% 
9503·30  Construction sets  33.687  50.884  20,48% 
9503 60  Puzzles  5.201  6.163  31,82% 
9504 40  Playing cards  2.318  2.592  24,73% 
9603..29  Brooms.and brushes  14.476  20.235  41,94% 
·, 
9603 30  Brooms and brushes  5.068  7.037  24,22% 
9603 40  Brooms and brushes  15.174  17.895  67,27% 
9603 90  Brooms and brushes  12.267 .  15.857  28,58% 
Source: EUROSTAT 
*  formerly 3905 30 00 -·· .. 
·  .. 
'•  ,  ... 
'  .  .44, 
In the ca5e of footwear imports Eurostat figures  do  not. distinguish between those 
under surveillance and those not, so the Commission caq only refer to th~ surveillance 
documents issued in 1995:  · 
ex6402 99  1 517 290 pairs· 
.. 
ex 6403 9i et 99  10 331 353 _pairs· 
ex 64041 i  4 466 577 pairs 
total  35.781 669pairs* 
(*),I.  including 19 466 44'i.pairs for italy, for which the breakdown by category is not 
.  laiown.  ·  .. ·  .  · 
2. Germany has not provided data from the end of  Jul~-1995 to December 1995  . 
. IV. Should surveillance measures be maintained? 
The figures  provided here show that imports of a range of products have increased 
significantly.  The Commission 'believes that prior surveillance should be maintained . 
for these products.  · 
In the case of other products. (CN codes  1901  90' 90; 7004 90; 7901  12;- 8527 21) 
where  imports  are  insignificant  or  down  on  1994,  the  Commission  believes  it  · 
. ·unnecessary to  maintain surveillance measures and so, with a view to  reducing the 
· administrative burden· on  both national administrations and importers, proposes that 
they be excluded from the list. of products subject to such measures. 
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.  CHAPTER.4 ·. · 
CONCLUSIONS'  AND PROPOSALS OF THE COMMISSIO~ 
· In view ofthe above, the Commission believes that the system of quantitative restrictions . 
. and surveillance measures set up under Regulation (EC) No 519/94 should be maintained· · 
bu~ with the following adjustments. 
.  '  ~.  '  .  .  .  . 
1.  Quantitative restrictions ... 
- Abolition of the quota on Glass tableware (CN 7013). 
- Exclusion of "components of toys" from the quota on toys.· 
2.  Surveillance measures. 
)  ..... ·,  .. 
·.·'  ... :  /. ·:. ·  .. 
The proposal is to end surveillance on products falling within CN codes 1901  90 90, 
7004 90, 7901  12,  8527 21  and to  include Glass  tablew¥e (CN 7013)  among the 
products under surveillance. 
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